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INTRODUCTION 
For every integer n > 0, we shall denote by M, the C*-algebra of 
all complex matrices with n rows and 1z columns. If n < n’, we shall 
denote by f,,,f the morphism from Mn into M,t which consists in 
adding n’ - n rows and n’ - n columns of zeros to every matrix in 
M, . If n divides n’, we shall denote byg,,ne the morphism x -+ x @ IP 
from M, into M,J (we set p = n’n-l). Every nonzero morphism from 
M, into Mnc is of the form fnn,n* o g,,,p where n” is a multiple of n 
majorized by n’. (By a morphism of C*-algebras, we mean an algebra 
morphism compatible with the involution; such a morphism is norm- 
decreasing; an injective morphism is isometric). In [3], Glimm classi- 
fied the C*-algebras which are inductive limits of sequences, 
The main object of the present paper is the classification of the C*- 
algebras which are inductive limits of sequences 
h1 Ml,- Mn++ Mn,-- ... , 
where hi is an arbitrary morphism from Mng into Mni+l . This classi- 
fication, compared with Glimm’s one, exhibits some new features; 
in particular, one of the invariants is now an element of the multipli- 
cative group R*/Q* (R denotes the set of real numbers, Q the set 
of rational numbers; one sets R* = R - {0}, Q* = Q - (01). 
The main idea of the classification if just the Murray-von Neumann 
method for the classification of factors: the C*-algebras under’ 
consideration admit canonical “dimensions”, and we consider the 
ranges of these dimensions. 
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NOTATIONS AND COMIUENTS 
Throughout the whole paper we use the notations NI, , fnL,nt , 
gn n’ , R, Q, R*, Q", 
rational integers. 
of the introduction. We denote by Z the set of 
The C*-algebras may not have a unit element. Even if the C*- 
algebras A, , A, have a unit element, a morphism from r2, into A, 
does not necessarily send the unit of A, into the unit of A, . 
A C*-algebra A is said to be simple (resp. algebraically simple) if 
A +” 0 and every closed two-sided ideal (resp. every two-sided ideal) 
of A is equal to 0 or A. Every simple C*-algebra with unit is alge- 
braically simple (because the maximal two-sided ideals are closed). 
If A, R are C*-algebras, A = B will mean that A and B are 
isomorphic (as involutive algebras, and consequently as C*-algebras). 
Concerning traces on C*-algebras, and finite and semi-finite 
C”-algebras, we shall assume that [I], Chapter 6, and [2], are known 
to the reader. 
It is known that every diagram of C*-algebras has an inductive 
and a projective limit. Here we shall just consider sequences of 
morphisms of C*-algebras, 
where each fi is injective, hence isometric; then, if A is the C*- 
algebra inductive limit, (A$) can be identified with an increasing 
sequence of C*-subalgebras of A with union dense in A, the fi being 
the canonical injections. 
1. DEFINITION AND FIRST PROPERTIES OF MATROID C*-ALGEBRAS 
1 . 1 + DEFINITION. A C*-algebra A is called matroid if, for every 
Xl, x2 ,“‘, x, E A and E > 0, there exist an integer Y > 0 and a 
C*-subalgebra B of A isomorphic with M, , such that the distances 
from x1 ,..., x, to B are < E. 
1.2. Let us assume that A is matroid and has a unit e. Then, for 
every xi , x2 ,..., x, E A and E > 0, there exist an integer Y > 0 and a 
C*-subalgebra B of A isomorphic with M, , with the same unit as A, 
such that the distances from x1 ,..., x, to B are < E. For there exists 
an integer r > 0 and a C*-subalgebra B of A isomorphic with M, , 
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such that the distances from e, x1 ,..., x, to B are < E. Let f be the 
unit of B. If f # e, one has, for every x in B, 
Ile-xII=II(e-f>+f(f-x)fll 
= sup (II e -f II , IlfU - 4f II> 2 II e -f II = 1, 
and this is absurd for E < 1. 
1.3. Granted 1.2. and [3], Th eorem 1.13, the matroid C*-algebras 
with unit are the matrix-algebras and the algebras called UHF in [3]. 
1.4. The following result is proved in [3], Theorem 5.1, for the 
UHF algebras. The idea of the proof is the same. 
THEOREM. A matroid F-algebra is simple. 
Proof. Let I be a closed two-sided ideal in A, and v be the canoni- 
cal morphism from A onto A/I. Let x be an element of A not belonging 
to I, d the distance from x to 1, and E E IO, d[. There exist an integer 
r > 0, a C*-subalgebra B of A isomorphic with M, , and a y E B, 
such that I] x - y 11 < E. Then y $ I. Since I n B is equal to 0 or B 
(notice that B is simple), one has I n B = 0. So y 1 B is injective, 
and hence isometric. As 11 p)(x) - v(y) 11 < E, we have 
This being true for every E E IO, d[, we have I] v(x) I] > ]I x ]I . So 
the restriction of QJ to the complement of I in A is isometric. If I # A, 
this complement is dense is A, so that y is isometric and I = 0. 
1.5. In the following statement, A @ B denotes the C*-algebra, 
tensor product of the C*-algebras A, B. 
THEOREM. (i) If A and B are matroid C*-algebras, A @ B is 
matroid. 
(ii) Let A be a C*-algebra, (A,) a nonvoid increasing directedfamily 
of C*-subalgebras of A, with union dense in A. If the Ai’s are matroid, 
A is matroid. 
(iii) Let A be a matroid V-algebra, e a nonzero projector of A. Then 
the V-algebra eAe is matroid. 
Proof. (i) and (ii) are evident; let us prove (iii). Let xi ,..., X, be 
elements of eAe, and E > 0. There exist an integer Y > 0 and a 
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C*-subalgebra B of A isomorphic with M, , such that the distances 
from e, x1 ,..., x, to B are < E. From [3], Lemmas 1.6. and 1.8, there 
exist a projector f E B and a partial isometry u E A from e to f, such 
that I/ u - e /j < y(c), where Y(E) tends to 0 with E. Let C = u*Bu. 
We have ue = u, eu* = u*, whence C = eCe C eAe. On the other 
hand, C is isomorphic with fBf, hence with a C*-algebra MS (s integer, 
0 -; s < r). For i = 1, 2 ,..., n, there exists yi E B such that 
/j xi -- yj I/ < E. We have 
and 
II xi - vie II = II e(xj - 34 e I! < E, 
whence 
II xi - u*YP II < c + b(e) (II Xi II + c)* 
Since u*yiu E C, this proves (iii). 
1.6, For C*-algebras with unit, the following theorem is a part 
of [3], Theorem 1.13. 
THEOREM. Let A be a C*-algebra. The following conditions are 
equivalent : 
(i) A is matroid separable; 
(ii) there exist a sequence (n, , n2 ,...) of integers > 0 and an incteas- 
ing sequence (B, , B, ,...) of C*- subalgebras of A with union dense in A, 
such that Bi N Mat. 
If A has a unit, these conditions are equivalent to the following one: 
(iii) There exist a sequence (ql, q2 ,...) of > 0 integers, and an 
increasing sequence (C, , C, ,...) of C*-subalgebras of A with union 
dense in A, with the same unit as A, such that Ci rr-’ Mgi . 
(ii) + (i) is evident, let us prove (i) 3 (ii). The proof of [3], 
Theorem 1.13 encounters some difficulties here, and we shall use 
a slightly different method. Suppose A is matroid separable. Let 
:~a > x2 ,...I b e a countable dense subset of the unit ball of A. We shall 
construct sequences (nl , n2 ,... ), (A, , A, ,... ), (fi , f2 ,...) with the 
following properties: 
92, is a integer > 0; 
A, is a C*-subalgebra of A isomorphic with M,“; 
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fp is an isometric morphism from A, into A,,,; 
l]fg(x) - x I/ < 2Fq I/ x 11 for every x E A,, 
the distances from x1 , x2 ,..., xp to the unit ball of A, are < 2-~+l. 
One can construct n, and A, since A  is matroid. Suppose we have 
constructed n, , A, , fi , rz2 , A, , fi ,..., np, A,, and let us construct 
f %+1 9 A,+1 * Let (Q), 1 < i, j ,< tip be a system of matrix units of 
2: , with err + a** + ewpNn equal to the unit of A, . Let E > 0. There 
exist an integer np+i > 0 and a C*-subalgebra A,,, of A isomorphic 
with Mng+l , such that the distances from x1 , x8 ,..., xp+r and the 
Q’S to the unit ball of A,,, be < E. If E is chosen small enough, there 
exists in A,,, a system of matrix units (e&), 1 < i, j < np , such that 
II egj - eli 11 < qp2 2-q for all i, j ([3], proof of Lemma 1.10). Let fa 
be the morphism from A ,  into Aq+1 which transforms edj into e& 
for all i, j. If (Aij), 1 < i, j < nq , is a family of complex numbers, we 
have 
If furthermore E < 2-q, we see that fg, n,,, , Aq+1 have the required 
properties. This proves the existence of the sequences (n,), (A,), 
( fJ 
For every x E A,, the sequence fk4~ f4+1f*(4, fq+2fq+lf*(x)Y. 
is a Cauchy sequence so tends to an element g,(x) of A; and g, is an 
isometric morphism from A, onto a C*-subalgebra B, of A, isomor- 
phic with Mn, . We have 
B, = cA4) = gg+dfA%N Cgq+&%+J = %+I 9 
hence the sequence (B, , B, ,...) is increasing. The distance from xq 
to B, is < 2-q+l + 2-q + 2-q-l + 2-qv2 + *** = 2-q+2, and hence1 
the union of the Bq’s is dense in A. This proves (ii) 3 (i). 
(i) o (iii) is proved by the same method, taking 1.2 into account. 
2. TRACE AND DIMENSION IN MATROID SEPARABLE C*-ALGEBRAS 
2.1. DEFINITION. Let A be a C*-algebra. Let e, , e2 be projectors 
in A. We write e, N e2 if there exists in A a partial isometry from e, 
to e2 . We write e, < e2 if there exists in A a partial isometry from e, 
to a projector majorized by e2 . 
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This definition is the evident generalization of the known definition 
in the case of von Neumann algebras. The relation “A” indicates an 
equivalence relation. The relation “ <” indicates transitivity. 
2.2. LEMMA. Let A be a C*-algebra, (Ai)iEi a family of C*-sub- 
algebras of A, and e, ,..., e, projectors of A. Suppose that, for every 
c ‘>> 0, there exists an i E I such that the distances from e, ,..., e, to Ai 
are < E. Then there exist am i E I and projectors fi ,..., f, in Ai such 
that e, w fi ,,.., e, -f, . 
This follows immediately from Lemmas 1.6 and 1.8 in [3]. 
2.3. LEMMA. Let A be a matroid C*-algebra, I a nonzero two- 
sided ideal in A. Then every projector in A belongs to I. 
Proof. Let e be a nonzero projector in A (there exists such a 
projector). We have I= A (1.4). So there exists a sequence (x,) 
in I tending to e. Replacing x, by x,x& we may assume that x, E I+. 
There exists an integer n, with the following property: the spectrum 
of x,~ admits a nonvoid connected component (T C 14 , $[. Then there 
exist continuous functions h, : R -+ R, h, : R + R, such that 
h,(t) = 1 and h,(t) = t-l for t E u, and h,(t) = h,(t) = 0 for 
t $ IS , g[. One has h&J E 4 h&J E 4 h&so) = x,ohB(xnp) E I,
and h,(xJ is a nonzero projector. Summing up: there exists m I a 
nonzero projector f. 
Let g be an arbitrary projector in A. By 1.1 and 2.2, there exist 
an integer Y > 0, a C*-subalgebra B of A isomorphic with M, , and 
projectors f ‘, g’ in B, such that f rv f ‘, g w g’. Let u E A (resp. 21 E A) 
be a partial isometry from f to f’ (resp. from g to g’). We have 
v -g’cEl:->g=v*vEI. 
2.4. Let A be a C*-algebra. Consider the following conditions: 
(i) A is finite; (ii) th ere exists on A a nonzero trace; (iii) there exists 
on A a faithful trace. Evidently, (iii) => (i) q (ii). If A is simple, 
every nonzero trace is faithful; and hence the three conditions are 
equivalent. 
Likewise consider the following conditions: (i) A is semifinite; 
(ii) there exists on A+ a lower semicontinuous trace, nonzero and 
nonidentically infinite on A + - (0); (iii) there exists on A+ a lower 
semicontinuous trace, faithful, and with a dense ideal of definition. 
Evidently, (iii) =P (i) 3 (ii). If A is simple, every lower semicontinuous 
580/1/z-5 
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trace, nonzero and nonidentically infinite on A+ - {0} is faithful 
with a dense ideal of definition; and hence the three conditions are 
equivalent. 
These evident remarks must be kept in mind in the following. 
2.5. In the case of C*-algebras with unit, the following theorem 
is known ([4], Prop. 2.10). 
THEOREM. Let A be a matroid separable F-algebra. 
(i) There exists on A+ a lower semicontinuous trace, faithful and 
with a dense ideal of definition; this trace is unique up to multiplication 
by a positive constant. 
(ii) If A isjkite, th ere exists on A one and only one trace with norm 1. 
(iii) If A has a unit, A is $nite. 
Proof. There exist a sequence (n, , n2 ,...) of integers > 0, and an 
increasing sequence (B, , B, ,...) of C*-subalgebras of A with union 
B dense in A, such that B, _N Mni (see 1.6). Let ei be the unit element 
of B, . The e,‘s are an increasing sequence of projectors in A. There 
exists on B, one and only one trace vi such that &e,) = 1. For j < i, 
one has Fi / Bj = vi . So there exists on B a linear form v such that 
q~ 1 B$ = q~ for every i. We have 11 y* 11 = vi(ei). 
For X, y E B, let s’(x, y) = y(y*x). Then s’ satisfies the conditions 
of [I], 17.2.1. So there exists a maximal bitrace s, defined on a two- 
sided ideal J3 B of A, and extending s’. Let # be the lower semi- 
continuous trace on A+ associated with s ([I], 6.4.2); its ideal of 
definition is I = J”; and we have I r> B2 = B, so that I is dense in A. 
On the other hand, 
+(f?i) = i)(ei*ei) = s(ei , ei) = s’(e, , et) = v(e”ei) = q2(ei) 
so # is nonzero, and hence faithful. 
Let #1 be a lower semicontinuous trace on A+, faithful and with 
a dense ideal of definition I1 . Every projector in A belongs to I1 (2.3), 
thus Bi n I1 # 0 for every i, thus Bi n I1 = Bi for every i, and 
B C I1 . Let $&(e,) = p. We have & / Bf = wi / B$ for every i, 
and therefore & and pp coincide on B+. Let s1 be the maximal bitrace 
associated with & ([I], 6.4.1). The ideal of definition of s1 contains B, 
and s1 = ps on B. From [I], 6.5.3, we have s1 = ~JS, and so #1 = TV+. 
This proves (i). 
The assertion (ii) results at once from (i) (and would be easy to 
prove directly). 
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If A has a unit 1, one can choose the Bi’s in such a way that ei -= 1 
for every i (see 1.6); then Ij vi jl = 1 for every i, so v is continuous, 
and the continuous extension of q~ to A is a nonzero trace on A, 
whence (iii). 
2.6. Remark. Let us keep to the notations of the preceeding 
proof. If 01 = sup yd(ei) < + co, 9) is continuous with norm 01, so 
there exists a continuous trace r on A, and I/ T // = sup T(e,). Conver- 
sely, if there exists a nonzero trace r on A, 7 and -r(e,) y coincide on B, 
and thus sup p?(q) i + co. 
2.7. DEFINITION. Let A be a matroid separable C*-algebra, E the 
set of projectors in A. We shall call a dimension on A the restriction to E 
of a lower semicontinuous trace on A+, faithful and with a dense ideal 
of deJnition. If A is finite, we shall call the normalized dimension on A 
the restriction to E of the trace of norm I on A. 
A dimension on A is uniquely determined up to multiplication by a 
positive constant (see 2.5). 
Let d be a dimension on A. For every e E E, we have 
0 < d(e) <, + cc (2.3); and d(e) = 0 tj e = 0. 
2.8. THEOREM. Let A be a matroid separable C*-algebra, d a 
dimension on A; let e, , e2 be projectors of A. Then 
(i) e, - e2 e d(e,) = d(e,); 
(ii) e, < e2 - d(e,) < d(e,). 
Proof. It is evident that e, - e2 * d(e,) = d(e,). Suppose 
d(e,) = d(e,). F rom 1.1 and 2.2, there exist an integer n > 0, a 
C*-subalgebra B of A isomorphic with M, , and projectors fi , f2 in B 
such that e, - fi , e2 - f2 . Then d( fi) = d( f2). Since B ~zi M, , 
we conclude that fi - f2 relative to B and so also relative to A; hence 
e, - e2 . The proof of (ii) is analogous. 
2.9+ LEMMA. Let A be a matroid separable Jinite C*-algebra, E 
the set of projectors in A, d the normalized dimension on A. 
(i) SUP,,~ d(e) = 1. 
(ii) If A has a unit, d( 1) = 1. 
(iii) If there exists an e E E such that d(e) = I, e is the unit of A. 
Proof. Let T be the trace with norm 1 on A. For every e E E, we 
have d(e) = T(e) < 11 7 Ij = 1. But SUP,,~ d(e) = ~up,,~T(e) > 1 from 
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2.6. This proves (i), and (ii) is evident. Suppose there exists an e E E 
with d(e) = 1, and introduce Bi, ei as in 2.5; for i > is , there exists 
a projector fi E Bi such that e - fi (2.2), and we see that 
1 = d(e) = d(fJ < d(e,) ,< d(ei+,) ,< 1, whence d(e$+r - ei) = 0, 
ei = ei+l , and ei is a unit for B, so consequently also for A. 
2.10. LEMMA. Let A be a matroid separable C*-algebra, (A& a 
family of C*-subalgebras with union dense in A. Let E (resp. EJ be the 
set of projectors in A (resp. Ai), and d a dimension on A. Then 
d(E) = uiel d(EJ. 
Proof. For every e E E, there exists an i E I and an f E Ei such 
that e -f (see 2.2), whence d(e) = d(f) E d(E,). 
2.11. In the following, we shall frequently consider the additive 
subgroups of R whose elements are linearly dependent over Q, in 
other words the sets of the form BG with 6’ E R and G an additive 
subgroup of Q. Such a subgroup is either dense in R, or consists of 
all multiples of a fixed real number. 
2.12, THEOREM. Let A be a matroid separable C*-algebra, E the set 
of projectors in A, d a dimension on A, A the additive subgroup of R 
generated by d(E). 
(i) The elements of A are linearly dependent over Q. 
(ii) If A has a unit, d(E) = A n [0, d(l)]. 
(iii) If A has no unit, let cy = sup d(E); we will have 01 < + 03 
for AJinite, 01 = + co for A in$nite, and in both cases d(E) = A n [0, a[ 
Proof. There exist a sequence (nl , n2 ,...) of integers > 0, and an 
increasing sequence (A, , A, ,...) of C*-subalgebras of A with union 
dense in A, such that Ai N M,. . Let Ei be the set of projectors in Ai , 
e, the unit of Ai , Ai the additike subgroup of R generated by d(E,). 
We have d(EJ C d(Ei+l), and d(E) = u d(EJ (see 2.10). Since the 
elements of d(E& are linearly dependent over Q, the elements of 
d(E) are linearly dependent over Q, whence (i). Evidently, 
d(EJ = A, n [0, d(ei)], SO 
d(E) = (j d(EJ = CJ Ai n [0, d(eJ] 3 ((J Ai) n [0, d(ej)] for every j 
i=l i=l i>j 
= A n [0, d(ej)]. 
If A has a unit, we can take el = 1 for everyj, so d(E) 3 A n [0, d(l)], 
and the reverse inclusion is evident. Suppose A has no unit, and let 
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a’ -:= sup d(E). If A is finite, we have a <: + ,m and z :-. sup d(ej) 
(2.51, SO d(E)3 A n [0, a[; on the other hand, d(E) CA n [0, a], and 
n: $ d(E) [see 2.9 (iii)]; so d(E) = A n [0, u[. If A is infinite, we have 
a = sup d(eJ = -k s (2.6), so d(E) 3 d n [0, --C ‘;c[, and the reverse 
inclusion is evident. 
2.13. LE~3f.k. Let A, A’ be C*-algebras, B a C*-subakebra of A, 
and E, E’, F the set of projectors of A, A’, B. Suppose that A, A’, B are 
isomorphic to matrix algebras, and that d(F) C d’(E’) C d(E) (where d, 
d’ are some dimensions on A, A’). There exists a C”-subalgebra C of A 
containing B, which is isomorphic to A’ and such that d(C) -= d’(E’) 
where G is the set of projectors of C. 
Proof. There exists an integer n such that one can identify A with 
J&l 7 and d can be choosen in such a way that 
d(E) = 10, + ) ; )...) Jj . 
There exist integers r, s such that 
d’(E) = lo,;, $ )...) +I ) 
with sr < n and A’ N MS. Then there exist integers t, q such that 
tv d(F) = 10, 5 , F ,..., --I , 
with tqr < sr and B N M,; B can be identified with the set of all 
x E M, such that: (1) the first tqr rows and the first tqr columns 
consist of scalar blocks with qr rows and qr columns; (2) the rows and 
columns with index > tqr are zero. Let C be the set of all x E M, such 
that: (1) the first ST rows and the first sr columns consist of scalar 
blocks with r rows and r columns; (2) the rows and columns with 
index > SY are zero. Then B C C C A, C ‘v M,? E A’, and 
d(G) = 10, ;, ; ,..., +I 
where G is the set of projectors in C. 
2.14, THEOREM. Let A be a matroid separable C*-algebra, E the 
set of projectors in A, d a dimension on A. DeJine analogously A’, E’, 
d’. If d(E) = d’(E), then A and A’ are isomorphic. 
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Proof. There exist a sequence (n, , n2 ,...) of integers > 0 and an 
increasing sequence (A, , A, ,...) of C* -subalgebras with union dense 
in A, such that Ai N Mni. Let Ei be the set of projectors in Ai . 
Define analogously n; , Ai , Ei , for A’. The set d(E) = d’(E’) is the 
union of the increasing finite sets d(E,), and the union of the increasing 
finite sets d’(EJ (2.10). R e pl acing (AJ and (A;) by subsequences, we 
may assume that d(E,) C d’(E;) C d(E,) C d’(Ek) C *** From 2.13, 
there exists a C*-subalgebra Bi of A such that A, C Bi C Ai+l , 
Bi N Ai , and d(F,) = d’(EJ w h ere Fi is the set of projectors in B, . 
WehaveB,CB,C***, and the union of the Bi is dense in A. There 
exist isomorphisms q~ : B, -+ Ai such that yi+i j Bi = yi . Indeed, 
suppose vh, v2 ,..., vi constructed. There exists an isomorphism # 
from Bi+l onto A;,, . Let G be the set of projectors of #(B,). Since 
d(F,+J = d’(E,+J> we have d(F,) = d’(G). Then vi and $1 B, are two 
isometric morphisms from Bi into A;,, , and d’(EJ = d’(G); it is 
then well known that there exists an automorphism cz of A;,, such that 
vi = a# 1 Bi . Let vd+i = a#. Then pli+i is an isomorphism of 
B,,, onto AI,, extending v6 . This proves the existence of the sequence 
(p)J. So there exists an isometric isomorphism from u B, onto u Ai , 
and hence A N A’. 
2.15. LEMMA. Let (ql , r, , q2 , r2 ,...) be an increasing sequence of 
integers > 0. Suppose q1 = 1 and qi 1 ri for every i; let s, = qT1rz . 
Consider the sequence of morphisms 
Let A be the C*-algebra inductive limit of this sequence, so that A is 
matroid separable. Let E be the set of projectors in A, e, the unit of 
Me1 , d the dimension on A such that d(e,) = 1. Let Q be the additive 
subgroup of R generated by 1 /sr , l/s,s, , l/s,sass, ,..., and let 
a=EyE[l, + co]. 
(9 If qi+l = ri for i large enough, then d(E) = Q n [0, ~1. 
(ii) If q2+1 > ri for an infkite number of i’s, then d(E) = Q n [0, a[. 
Proof. Let Ec (resp. FJ be the set of projectors in Mp, (resp. MrJ. 
Then d ] Ei , d 1 Fi are dimensions on MPr , Mr, . If 
W,) = (0, Q, k..., WI, 




(qi+l $1 (q$-' = qi+l(qiSi)-l = Qi+.lril . 
Starting from d(E,) = (0, l}, we prove by induction that 
Let Qi be the additive subgroup of R generated by li(s,s, *-a so, then 
we have 
d(Ej) = Qjwl n [O, ‘z +] . 
i-1 z 
But d(E) = v d(E,) by 2.10, u Q+r = Q evidently, and 
u q-p- [ 
j-l 4i+l 
is1 ri I 
= [0, LX] or PO, 4 
according as we are in case (i) or (ii) of the lemma. 
3. CLASSIFICATION OF MATROID SEPARABLE C*-ALGEBRAS 
WITH UNIT 
3.1, Let (p, ,p, ,...) b e t e h increasing sequence of all prime 
numbers. We shall denote by .A’” the set of all mappings from 
(p, , p, ,... > into the set (0, 1, 2 ,..., + CD}; if an element of JV takes 
the value 0~~ at p1 , a2 at p, ,..., this element will be denoted p;f’pp e-q; 
it will be convenient to consider the elements of JV as “generalized 
integers”. The set of integers > 0 (which will be denoted IV) can 
be identified in an evident way with a subset of A”. 
If n = p”,lpp *** and n’ = p$lp$s **a are two generalized integers, 
we shall set nn’ = p~+~‘lp2+~‘2 -es . From this, we deduce a notion 
of divisibility in M, denoted by n 1 n’. Every family of elements in JV 
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has a g.c.d. and a 1.c.m. Every element of JV is the 1.c.m. of the ele- 
ments of N which divide it. If (n, , n2 ,...) is a sequence of elements of 
JV, and if ni 1 ni+l for every i, we shall denote by lim ni the 1.c.m. 
of (n, , n2 ,...). 
If n, n’ E A’” and if n’ 1 n, the symbol nn’-l is in general ambiguous 
(because of the possibility of infinite exponents); but if n’ E N, nn’-l 
will denote the unique element n” E A’” such that n”n’ = n. More 
generally, if n E JV, and if a rational number r can be written pp-r 
with p E N, q E N and q 1 n, we shall define the element m of JV” in 
the obvious way. 
Let JV’ be the set of additive subgroups of Q containing Z. For 
every n E JV, let Q(n) E A’“’ be the set of numbers of the form p/q, 
wherep E Z and q is an element of N dividing n. We leave to the reader 
the proof that n -+Q(n) is a bijection from JV onto M’, and that n 
is the 1.c.m. of the integers q E N such that l/q EQ(~). If n EN, Q(n) 
is the set of multiples of l/n. If n E Jlr - N, Q(n) is dense in Q. 
3.2, THEOREM. (i) For every n E JV, there exists one matroid 
separable C*-algebra n/r, with unit, and, up to isomorphism, only one, 
such that d(E) = Q(n) n [0, 11, w h ere E is the set of projectors of Mm 
and d the normalized dimension on M, . 
(ii) The mapping n -+ M, is a bijection of JV onto the set of matroid 
separable C*-algebras with unit (up to isomorphism). 
Proof. Let n E JV. There exists a sequence (si , ss ,...) of integers 
> 0 such that n = lim (sr , srss , s,s,s, ,... ). Let qi = slsz *** siW1 .
Let A be the C*-algebra inductive limit of the sequence 
Let E be the set of projectors of A, d the normalized dimension on A. 
From 2.15, we know that d(E) = Q(n) n [0, 11. This proves the 
existence of M, . Its uniqueness results from 2.14. 
If n, n’ are two distinct elements in JV, we have Q(n) # Q(n’), so 
Q(n) n [0, I] # Q(n’) n [0, 11, and hence M, and M,* are not 
isomorphic. Thus the mapping n -+ Mm is injective. 
Let A be a matroid separable C*-algebra with unit, E the set of 
projectors in A, d the normalized dimension on A. From 2.9,2.12 and 
3.1, there exists an n E JV such that d(E) = Q(n) n [0, 11. Thus the 
mapping n -+ Mn is surjective. 
3.3. For n E N, the notation Mn agrees with the notation intro- 
duced at the beginning. 
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3,4, In [3], Gl imm proved the existence of the bijection n -+ i%& , 
but without reference to the dimension. 
4. CLASSIFICATION OF MATROID SEPARABLE FINITE C*-ALGEBRAS 
WITHOUT UNIT 
4.1. LEMMA. Let n. E ,/lr - N and 13 E 10, I]. Let d be the normalized 
dimension on M, . 
(i) There exists an increasing sequence (eJ of projectors in M, such 
that d(eJ -x- 8, d(eJ -+ 8. 
(ii) Let (ei) have the properties of(i). Let A be the closure in M, of 
v eiMnei , so that A is matroid separable Jinite (see 1.5). Let E’ be 
the set of projectors of A and d’ be the normalized dimension on A. 
Then d’(E’) = WQ(n) n [0, l[, so that A has no unit by 2.9. 
Proof. As n sf N, there exists an increasing sequence (0,) of 
elements in Q(n) such that 0, < 0, Bi + t?. Then 2.8 easily implies 
the existence of an increasing sequence (e,) of projectors in ik&,, such 
that d(eJ == Bi . This proves (i). 
Let (e,), A, E’, d’ be as in (ii). Let Ei be the set of projectors in 
e$Y%e, . Using 2.10, we have 
d(E') = u d(E,) = u(Q(n) n [0, t?,]) = Q(n) n [O,$[. 
Thus 
d'= 8-l d / E', and d'(E') = FQ(n) n [0, l[. 
4+2. THEOREM. (i) F or every n E JV - N and every t9 E R*, there 
exists one matroid separable finite C*-algebra without unit M,,e, and, 
up to isomorphism, only one, such that d(E) = VQ(n) n [0, l[, where 
E is the set of projectors in M+ and d the normalized dimension on M,,, . 
(ii) The mapping (n, 8) -+ Mm,s is a surjection of (JV - N) x R* 
onto the set of matroid separable finite (Y-algebras without unit (up to 
isomorphism). 
(iii) We have M, B N Mn, 8’ o (B/e’) E Q and n’ = (e/e’) n. 
Proof. Let n E ~6~ - N and f3 E R*. The existence of Mm,e results 
from 4.1 for 0 < 0 < 1, and the general case is reduced to this case 
because &lQ(n) = (eq-l)-l Q(qn) for every integer q > 0. The 
uniqueness of Mn,@ results from 2.14. 
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Let A be a matroid separable finite C*-algebra without unit, 
E the set of projectors in A, d the normalized dimension on 
A. From 2.12 and 3.1, there exist n E A’” and e E R* such that 
d(E) = fVQ(n) n [0, I[; from 2.9, sup d(E) $ d(E), and hence 
n 6 N. This proves (ii). 
If Mm,, = M,y , we have VQ(n) n [0, 1[ = VQ(n’) n [0, l[, 
whence e-lQ(n) = W-lQ(n’) (b ecause n 6 N). So k-V E Q. Let q, 
q’ be integers > 0 such that eq = f B’q’. Then 
Q(q’n) = q’-lQ(n) = q-WFQ(n) = q-‘Q(n’) = Q(qn’), 
whence q’n = qn’, and n’ = (e/e’) n. Conversely, suppose there 
exist integers q, q’ > 0 such that q’n = qn’, Bq = * e’q’; then 
&l&(n) = PlQ(n’), and hence M%,, ST Mn>,Bg by 2.14. 
4.3. If Mn,, N Mnl,@f , 0 and 0’ define the same element of 
R*/Q* (4.2 (iii)). Th us, to every matroid separable finite C*-algebra 
without unit is associated an element of R*/Q*. 
4.4. Let n = pppp **a and n’ = p;‘lp;‘s **. be two generalized 
integers. We will write n N n’ if the following two conditions are 
satisfied: (1) ayi = a; except for a finite number of indices i; 
(2) 01~ = + co o a; = + co. In this way, we obtain an equivalence 
relation in JV. We have: 
n N n’ o n’ is the product of n by a positive rational number 
o Q(n’) and Q(n) are homothetic. 
If M,,, N M%,,,, , we have n N n’ [4.2 (iii)]. Thus, to every matroid 
separable finite C*-algebra without unit is associated a class of 
generalized integers. 
4.5. The two invariants associated in 4.3 and 4.4 with a matroid 
separable finite C*-algebra without unit A are not sufficient to 
characterize A up to isomorphism. 
5. CLASSIFICATION OF MATROID SEPARABLE INFINITE C*-ALGEBRAS 
5.1+ THEOREM. (i) For every n E JV, there exists one matroid 
separable infinite P-algebra Mn,m , and, up to isomorphism, only 
one, with the following property: E being the set of projectors in M,,, , 
there exists a dimension d it Ma,* such that d(E) = Q(n) n [0, + a~[. 
ma%d 
(iii) 
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The mapping n -+ M,,, is a surjection of JV onto the set of 
separable injinite F-algebras (up to isomorphism). 
Ivr,,,, N Mfi~,o: o n - n’. 
Proof. Let n E A“. There exists a sequence (sr , s2 ,...) of integers 
> 0 such that n = lim (sr , slsz , slsZsQ ,...). Define the sequence 
(cl1 Y r1 9 Qz Y f-2 T . ..) of integers > 0 by pi = 1, ri = siqi , qi+l = 2ri . 
Let A be the matroid separable C*-algebra constructed in 2.15; 
with the notation of 2.15, we have Q = Q(n) and 01 --_ {- co, whence A 
is infinite and d(E) = Q(n) r\ [0, + co[. This proves the existence of 
M n,m . Its uniqueness results from 2.14. 
Let A be a matroid separable infinite C*-algebra, E the set of 
projectors in A, d a dimension on A. Multiplying d by a scalar > 0, 
one can assume that 1 E d(E). From 2.12 and 3.1, the additive sub- 
group of R generated by d(E) is of the form Q(n) with n E At’, and 
d(E) = Q(n) n [O, $ co[. This proves (ii). 
If M, m ‘v Mn,,m , Q(n) and Q(n’) are homothetic, and hence 
n - n’. if n N n', there exist dimensions d, d’ on Mn,m , Mm<,, , 
such that d(E), d’(E’) are homothetic (where E, E’ are the set of 
projectors in n/r,,, , A&,,m); changing d’, we can assume d(E) = d’(F), 
whence n/ir, % ‘v Mn,,* by 2.14. 
5.2. Let H be a separable infinite-dimensional Hilbert space. Let 
PY(H) be the C*-algebra of compact operators in H; this C*-algebra 
is matroid separable. Let T be the classical trace on Y%(H)+. The 
range of the corresponding dimension is (0, 1, 2,...) So 
Z%(H) cv Ml,, . 
6. ELEMENTARY OPERATIONS ON 
MATROID SEPARABLE C*-ALGEBRAS 
6.1. Let us recall the problem which motivated this paper: 
classify the inductive limits of sequences of matrix algebras. From a 
remark in the introduction, it is sufficient to consider the sequences 
of the following form: 
f r&3 M$.% M$.% M,,ek MT,- ... . (1) 
THEOREM. Let A be the C*-algebra inductive limit of the sequence 
(1). 
(i) If qimtl = rifor su#iciently large i, then we have A E Mlimri . 
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(ii) If qi+l > ri for an infinity of i’s, then we have A N M,,, , where 
and 
CX= m %+1 
rI ri - E [L + ml. 2=1 
Proof. Let E be the set of projectors in A. If qi+l = r, for i large 
enough (say for i 3 t), A is the inductive limit of the sequence 
M,~M$-+M AM g%+lrt+a rt+1 Ttt2 
__* . . . 
The normalized dimension d on A is such that 
d(E) = Q (lim ri) n [0, l] 
(2.15), whence A N Mlimri . If qd > ri for an infinity of i’s, define n 
and 01 as in (ii). From 2.15, there exists a dimension d on A such that 
d(E) = Q(n) n [0, a[. If 01 = + co, we deduce that A NM,,,; 
while if 01 < + co, the normalized dimension d’ on A is such that 
d’(E) = &Q(n) n [0, I[, and A N Mn,,; in both cases, (ii) is 
proved. 
6.2. THEOREM. Let n E .N, 8 E IO, 11, and let d be the normalized 
dimension on M, , and (e, , e2 ,. ..) an increasing sequence of projectors 
in M, such that d(eJ < 8, d( e, -+ 8. Let A be the closure in M, of ) 
e,M,e, . Then A N M,,, . 
This is just a reformulation of 4.1. 
6.3. THEOREM. Let n EN, 8 E R*. 
(i) Let d be the normalixed dimension on M, , e a non xero projector 
in M,, so that d(e) is rational and rid(e) E N. Then we have’ 
eM,e = IM,,(,) . 
(ii) Let d be the normalized dimension on M,,@, e a non zero pro- 
jector in M,,e, so that 0 d(e) is rational and ne d(e) E N. Then we have 
eMn,8e = M,M(,) . 
(iii) Let e be a nonzero projector in Mn,m . There exists one and only 
one dimension d on M,,, such that d(e) = 1. There exists a rational 
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number r ., 0 such that nr E JV and d(E) =- Q>(W) n [(I, .-: x[. 
Then for every r with this property, we have eM,, ,7 e N M,,, . 
Proof. Let A = M, (resp. Mn,@, M,,,), and let E be the set of 
projectors in A, and E’ the set of projectors in eAe. From 1.5, eAe is 
matroid, separable, with unit. 
Case (i). We have d(e) EQ( ) n , so that d(e) = pq-l with p, q ‘__I 0 
integers, and q / n. The normalized dimension on eM,,e is 
d’ = qp--’ d i I?‘. So 
d’(F) = qp-l(d(E) n [0, d(e)]) = qp-‘(Q(n) n LO, pq-ll) 
-7 qp-‘Q(n) n [O, l] = Q(n d(e)) n [O, l] 
and it follows that eM%e 31 Mndte) . 
Case (ii). We have d(e) E &lQ(n), therefore d(e) = f?-lpq-l with 
P7 Q II-- 0 integers, and q ( n. The normalized dimension on eM,,,e 
is d’ = Oqp-l d ~ E’. So 
d’(F) .= Bqp-l(d(E) n [0, d(e)]) = flqp-I(&-IQ(n) n [0, &pq-I]) 
-= qp+Q(n) n [0, l] = 8-l d(e)-l Q(n) n [0, l] 
-= Q(nO d(e)) n [0, I] 
and it follows that eM,,,e ‘v Mnsace) . 
Case (iii). Let d be the unique dimension on Mn,cn such that 
d(e) = 1. Then Q(n) n [0, + co[ = r d(E) for some r > 0. Since 
1 = d(e) E r-Q%), r is rational, m E JV, and 
d(E) = r-IQ(n) n [0, + 00 [=Q(m)n [0, + 320[. 
Let now r be an arbitrary rational number > 0 such that nr E JV 
and d(E) = Q(m) n [0, + oo[. The normalized dimension on eM,,,e 
is d’ = d 1 E’. So d’(E’) = d(E’) = Q(m) n [0, 11, and therefore 
elMn,,e N M,, . 
6+4, THEOREM. Let n, n’ E JV and 01, 01’ E IO, $ CD]. Then we have 
Proof. Continue with the notations qi , ri , A of 6.1, and recall 
that A is the most general matroid separable C*-algebra (1.6). Define 
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I I qi , ri , A’ analogously. Then A” = A @ A’ is the inductive limit of 
the sequence 
which can be identified with the sequence 
Suppose q6 > ri for an infinity of i)s, and qi > ri for an infinity of i’s. 
Let 
12 = lim ( qI , ql $ , 91 Et ,...) 
and 
Define n’, (Y’ analogously. Then 
lim (qd , qlqi $- , qlqi -$- -f$- ,...) = nn’, 
l-I m &=oloLI. 
i=l YiYi 
So, if A NM,,+ and A’ NM,*,=*, we have A @I A’ N M,,*,,c. 
The isomorphisms M, @ M,p N Mnng , M, @I M,I,~~ II Mnnlp* 
are proved in a similar way. 
6,5+ THEOREM. Let n EN and let H be a separable infinite- 
dimensional Hilbert space. Then we have Mn,m II Mn @ SW(H). 
This follows from 5.2 and 6.4. 
6.6. When the C*-algebras M, are known, 6.2 and 6.5 give new 
definitions for M,,e and M,,, . 
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7. ALGEBRAIC SIMPLICITY 
7.1. LEMMA. Let A be a matroid separable F-algebra. Let x E A. 
There exists a sequence ( fi , fi ,...) of p ro’ec 1 t ors in A, pairwise orthogonal, 
such that //fix 11 < 2mi for i 2 2 and x = xi”=1 fix. 
Proof. There exist a sequence (nl , n2 ,...) of integers > 0, and an 
increasing sequence (A,, A, ,...) of C*-subalgebras of A with 
union dense in A, such that Ai ‘v Mni. Let ei be the unit of Ai . 
There exists a sequence (yl , ya ,...) such that yi E Ai and 
// x -- yi // --j 0. so 
Replacing (Ai) by a subsequence, we may assume that 
I/ x - eix Ii < 2-i-2. 
Let fi = e, , fi = e2 - e, , f3 = e3 - ep ,... . Then for i > 2, we have 
and 
lifix I/ = /I eix - eiplx 11 < 2-i-z $- 22-r < 2F, 
tlfix = e,x - x. 
7.2. THEOREM. Let A be a matroid separable V-algebra. In order 
that A be algebraically simple, it is necessary and su$icient that A be 
finite. 
Proof. Suppose A infinite. Let v be a non zero lower semi- 
continuous trace on A+, with a dense ideal of definition I. Since A is 
infinite, we have I # A, so that A is not algebraically simple. 
Suppose A finite, and let J be a nonzero ideal of A. Let x E A. We 
shall prove that x*x E J. This will prove that A+ C J, whence J = A 
and the theorem will be established. 
There exists a sequence ( fi , fi ,...) of projectors in A, pairwise 
orthogonal, such that I\ fix I/ < 2-i for i > 2 and x = C&fix (7.1). 
Let d be the normalized dimension on A. We have C& d( fi) < 1 






= x* t$lfix + (,gl x*f*j (is$+,fixj + (i=$+lf”)* ( 2 fix) . 
i-N+1 
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We have fi E J for every i (see 2.3). In order to prove that x*x E J, 
it is sufficient to prove that (C&+if$)* (C&+ifix) E J. So we 
are reduced to the case when Ci”i d(fJ < 4; and we shall assume 
from now on that we are in this situation. 
There exists a projector g in A such that d(g) > 4 . Then there 
exists a sequence (g, , g, ,... ) of projectors in A, mutually orthogonal, 
such that gi w fi and gi < g f or every i. Indeed, supposegi constructed 
for i < n. Then g’ = Ci .+ gi is a projector in A majorized by g, and 
4fn) < 4 - 1 4fi) < d(g) - c 4g,) = d(g) - d(g’) = d(g - g’) i<?l iin 
so there exists a projector g, in A majorized by g - g’ such that 
g, -fn (2.8). Th e existence of the sequence (g, , g, ,...) is now 
proved by induction. 
Let wi E A be a partial isometry from fi to gi . Then we have 
gw, = wi for every i. On the other hand, 11 wi fix 11 < 11 fix I/ < 2-i, 
so the series C& wi fix represents an element y in A. For i # j, we 
have wfwi = wfgcgigjwi = 0, and so 
y*y = CX*f*WfWjfjX = CX*fiWtWifiX 
i,j i 
= cx*fix =x* @fix) =x*x. 
2 2 
But y = Ci wi fix = g xi wd fix E J since g E J (2.3). So we sea 
y*y E J and x*x E J. 
8. PROBLEMS 
8.1. Let A be a C*-algebra with unit. Consider the following 
conditions: (i) A is matroid; (ii) there exists an increasing directed 
family (Ai) of C*-subalgebras of A with union dense in A, such that 
every A, is isomorphic with a matrix algebra; (iii) there exists a 
family (BJ of matrix algebras such that A is isomorphic with @ Bj 
(this tensor product being defined as the C*-algebra inductive limit 
of finite tensor products). Then (iii) z- (ii) j (i). When A is separable: 
the three conditions are equivalent; is this true in the general case ? 
8.2. Let A be a matroid separable C*-algebra realized in a Hilbert 
space H, and let x be a hermitian element in A. Are there “sufficiently 
many” spectral projectors of x belonging to A? 
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8.3. Let A be a C*-algebra with unit, B a C*-subalgebra with 
the same unit. Suppose A ‘v M, , B ‘v M,, (n, n’ E . I ‘). Does there 
exists a C*-subalgebra C of A with the same unit as A such that the 
triple (A, B, C) is isomorphic to the triple (B 0 C, B, C) (the iso- 
morphism being compatible with the canonical inclusion) ? 
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